
Easy to Disinfect

Our food grade, antimicrobial clear PVC makes  
sanitation quick and easy, maintaining a safe  

and clean surface on both sides of the  
partition for each and every user.

Safely create instant space separation.

(800) 234-0337     |   sales@goffscw.comRapid turnaround.  Easy installation.  Made in USA.

Personal Safety Partition

Designed to separate areas of close contact between 
individuals and provide your guests or employees a safe 
and comfortable space to live, dine or work in.

1. Shield Against Airborne Contaminants

Goff's Personal Safety Partitions prevent the spread of 
airborne contaminants and viruses, improving safety  
and comfort in your close-proximity spaces.

2. Minimally Intrusive Design

Our clear PVC design allows full visibility through the 
partition and creates a sound barrier between users, 
without being a distraction or focal point in your space. 

3. Easy to Clean & Safe to Use

Our safety partitions are easy to clean and sanitize 
between uses, and meet USDA and NFPA 701 standards, 
making them the safest option to protect your space. 

4. Quickly Shipped & Easy to Install

Receive your screen in no time and get it up and ready in 
minutes to maximize the safety & comfort of your space.

Minimally Intrusive

Our clear & minimally intrusive design allows 
 full visibility through the partition, helping users 

feel safe and separated without impeding  
on your space's design or lighting.

54" W x 84" H Goff's Personal Safety Partition 
shown in restaurant application between tables.Our partition complies with OSHA's latest guidance on preparing 

spaces for COVID-19, safely providing a physical barrier to reduce 
exposure to hazards without relying on worker or visitor behavior.



WorkspacesRestaurants

Place between desk areas to 
maintain employee safety and 

increased productivity.

Place between tables to keep 
guests separated, safe and 
comfortable while dining.

Medical

Separate areas of patient care to 
maximize capacity & opportunity 
to keep your community healthy.

Checkout Counter

Place at your point of contact 
to ensure the safety during 

transactions at your business.

Safely create instant space separation.

With over 30 years of experience, the Goff’s team is committed to delivering the 
most reliable and innovative solutions to improve safety in your facility.

Goff's delivers more than you expected.

Ready for any application:

Looking to protect your bar, wide workspace, or another unique application?  
We can produce our safety partition in various widths or heights to fit your space.

Contact our team to come up with a custom solution and get a quote today!
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MADE IN  USA

Quick Installation
Our quick turnaround time & 
included mounting hardware 
options ensure you can get 
your partition installed and 
keep your space safe and 
clean in a matter of days.

S-hooks mount to top rail, or 
use holes to mount to ceiling.

Beam clamp included. Drop ceiling mount included.


